
To whom it may concern:
 
I welcome the change that has been proposed to tag adult content.  On a daily basis I go through 5
different email accounts deleting these emails.  Two of those mail accounts are for my 12 and 13 year old
daughters.  Even with spam filters it does not catch a vast majority of these emails.  It is very frustrating
trying to make sure that my kids are not reading solitications for web sites talking about viewing the Paris
Hilton video, some girl who does it with a horse or how they could add 2 - 3 inches to their penis.  I have
tried to "unsubscribe" via the links on the emails when they exist and most if not all times the link leads
nowhere or tells me that it will take up to 4 days to be removed.  What happens after that is even worse.  If
I do get removed from their mail list for that web site it appears that I'm added to four of five others and the
whole process starts over but now I'm getting even more unwanted e! mails.  Frustrating to say the least.  I
would say giving these groups 120 days to comply is too much!  This would be a simple change (I work in
IT and know what it would take) that could be accomplished in less than a day.  What they will be doing in
that 120 days is trying to figure out how to circumvent the new rule but that is just my personal opinion.
 
Again, I look forward to the change being enacted in the near future.  As a side note, would it be possible
to have this extended to all unsolicitated email?  Have spammers add UNS - Unsolicitated as the
beginning phrase to unsolicitated emails?  This would simplify millions of peoples lives and make the
biggest issue being how often to empty our deleted folder! Just a thought.
 
Thanks
Mario Potts


